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Why should I care about getting an iPAD tablet computer made by Apple? Because itâ€™s the hottest
thing to come out since sliced bread. Itâ€™s the future of computers, here. There are drawbacks to the
device, but no matter its faults the iPAD makes us happy when we start to use it. This device is truly
that big heavy computer in your hand, it eliminates the need of all those cables and spaces and
sizes for the normal everyday man. The iPAD makes full use of all the pertinent technology
available to it. For example, since it has no USB slots, it makes wonderful use of Bluetooth
technology, however amazing Bluetooth is, its not a popular method of transferring information. It is
better when used for its pairing features, and its ability to eliminate the need for any physical
connection between device A and device B. This great feature allows anyone to pair anything and
anytime with the iPAD, and the most commonly paired device with the iPAD is a Bluetooth keyboard.

Aside from this situation, we can also see how the iPAD uses a smart Wi-Fi connection setup. It
uses an actively smart WI-FI connection, for example if it has been connected before it will
remember the WiFi connection and remember to connect to it in the future. This ability to connect
with those that it remembers is fantastic and is seen in every other device with Wi-Fi but what
makes the iPAD WiFi so smart and fantastic, is its ability to properly connect itself to open networks
that it encounters out and about in the town. The iPadâ€™s main drawback is its lack of compatibility
with flash based websites. With many websites going into a flashy direction with sleek interfaces
and design, the future of websites are being held in place by an antiquated website format. For
example, the main reason most websites are not in flash is because of its inability to properly climb
in website rankings and increase i s value to Google search spiders.

Aside from this however, flash is an integral component of popular websites, and is also used by
many advertisers in unique ways on websites to present their product with catchy styles. And itâ€™s a
downright shame that Apple cannot settle past differences and rivalries and fully embrace a
competitorâ€™s software. But since Apple is so big and popular it can now get away with it. If Apple
were any other company that came out with a similar device it would undoubtedly fail, because the
supporting framework just isnâ€™t there. If Apple didnâ€™t already have its hands in other ways in this PC
business, than it would have been much more difficult to establish the iPad as the juggernaut that it
is now. If Apple made just the device, thereâ€™s a very good chance that the OS was powered by
Android. This would have been incredible to see, and Iâ€™m sure some tech out there has figured out a
way to completely take out the Apple OS and replaced it with the latest iteration of the Android
operating system.

The iPadâ€™s successful debut on the shelves and homes of America is largely due in part to Appleâ€™s
ingenious marketing techniques. They employ images of everyday activities made to be just a little
bit better with the utilization of Apple products. All the sudden asking your phone where the nearest
restaurant or gas station is, not such a crazy idea after all.

What I would like to know now, is what is going to happen 10 years from now. What revolutionary
hurdle will we jump through next as we advance into the next technological frontier? Revolutions
happen every day, but on a very small level when talking about technology. And I for one cannot
wait to see what happens next.

Thank you for reading and visit me at USA Computer Store in Broward Florida! And we are well
know for computer repair Fort Lauderdale and Laptop repair Broward.
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